
out, using a computerized plotting program on the
IBM System/360 computer at the National Research
Council of Canada. Here also a combination of equip-
ment operating problems, plus clouds at one or the
other station and the loss of some records in transit
from Antarctica, greatly reduced the data available
for study. The records from the 1969 program suf-
fered most severely in this regard.

Commencing in 1967 we have tested various forms
Of auxiliary stations in the neighborhood of Great
Whale. A manned station was occupied for 2 months
in 1967 on the Belcher Islands, and a remote auto-
matic station on the mainland was tested throughout
the observing periods in 1968 and 1969. During the
austral winter of 1971, in addition to the photometer
systems at Byrd and Great Whale, a network of un-
manned, automatic photometric stations will be de-
ployed on the Belcher Islands in Hudson Bay, near
Great Whale (see fig.). It is hoped that extending the
observations over the northern conjugate area in this

'ay may clarify the apparent diurnal motion of the
northern point instantaneously conjugate to Byrd.

The operators of the equipment at Byrd Station in
1970 were Messrs. Evans W. Paschal, Stanford Uni-
versity, California, and Madison J . Post, Environmen-
tal Research Laboratories, National Oceanic and At-
mospheric Administration, Boulder, Colorado. Our
thanks go to them for the efficient way in which diffi-
culties were met and operating problems solved. The
scientists who have set up the equipment at both sta-
tions and are involved in a study of the results are Mr.
A. Lawrence Spitz of the Arctic Institute of North
America, who is analyzing the black and white all-sky
camera records, and Dr. Michael D. Watson of the
Upper Atmosphere Research Section, National Re-
search Council of Canada, who is operating the net-
work of automatic photometer stations near Great
Whale and who is analyzing all the photometer results
f  the program.
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Airborne conjugate auroral studies
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The IGY program of all-sky photography from ant-
arctic and arctic stations provided, for the first time,

September—October 1971

an opportunity to compare auroras observed in mag-
netically conjugate regions. Photographs from the
Campbell Island—Farewell, Alaska, Macquarie Is-
land—Kotzebue, Alaska, and Syowa—Reykjavik, Ice-
land, pairs showed that auroras occurred in similar
forms in the conjugate regions but that at higher lati-
tudes major differences occurred (Wescott, 1966).
The data were very limited due to the frequent
occurrence of clouds or instrumental failure. An excel-
lent way to obtain high quality conjugate auroral pho-
tographs covering a wide range of latitudes and with-
out cloud limitations is to use high-flying jet aircraft.
Three series have been flown with the aircraft on
conjugate paths south of New Zealand toward Antarc-
tica and over Alaska, and a wealth of information
and new knowledge has been gained.

On the basis of all-sky camera data obtained on
three flights in March 1967, Belon et al. (1969)
demonstrated that auroras observed during periods of
low geomagnetic activity are conjugate. Data from
five flights flown during a period of medium geo-
magnetic activity in March 1968 have revealed that
whereas the auroras observed in the region of the hy-
drogen arc remain conjugate during geomagnetic
activity, similarities may be found in the poleward au-
roral forms, but similar forms are displaced up to sev-
eral hundred kilometers (Davis et al., 1971). Before
and during the initial phase of the auroral breakup,
auroral forms in the Southern Hemisphere are dis-
placed magnetic west of their Northern Hemisphere
counterparts. After the breakup an eastward displace-
ment is observed. It is also found that during higher
activity the Southern Hemisphere auroras move equa-
tor-ward of the Northern Hemisphere auroras.

No model of the magnetosphere is capable of ex-
plaining, even qualitatively, these observations. The
observed boundary between the closely conjugate
equatorward auroral arcs and the "loose" conjugacy
observed in the poleward arcs appears to be the
boundary between the essential dipolar field and the
tail field. The data suggest that the polar auroras occur
on field lines closed within the geomagnetic tail, but
they may be perturbed even to the extent that they no
longer transmit particles across the equatorial plane.
All previous data were from the vernal equinoctial pe-
riods. To test for possible seasonal effects in the conju-
gacy of auroras, a series of five flights was flown
during October 1970.

Investigation of the direction of the displacement of
the auroral forms observed in the fall does not indi-
cate a seasonal effect, suggesting that the wandering
of the conjugate points is mainly substorm-dependent
and may be an important clue as to the mechanism of
the buildup and release of substorm energy. Our data,
however, cannot be entirely conclusive on this point,
because the spring data were obtained mainly during
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the evening hours and the fall data mainly in the
morning hours.

Both the fall data and the spring data show that the
auroras over Alaska are generally brighter than the
auroras observed south of New Zealand, thus indicat-
ing a hemispherical asymmetry in the particle precipi-
tation. The intensity difference may be related to the
difference in the magnetic field strength along the
flight path between the two hemispheres; if so, this
strongly indicates the existence of a longitudinal de-
pendency in auroral displays that has largely been as-
sumed nonexistent in previous work on auroral mor-
phology. Consequently, our present concept of auroral
morphology may have to be revised.

The conjugate flights were made possible through
the cooperation of many groups. The Geophysical In-
stitute's participation has been funded by National
Science Foundation grants GA-4466 and GA-20212.
The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories, Sandia Cor-
poration, General Dynamics, and E.G.& G. Corpora-
tion worked under the auspices of the Atomic Energy
Commission. The aircraft were operated by the U.S.
Air Force and were funded by the Nevada Operations
Office of the Atomic Energy Commission.
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Micropulsations at geomagnetic poles
V. P. HESSLER1 and R. R. HEACOCK
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The writers have been cooperating for several years
in a polar cap micropulsation program involving joint
analysis of data from a global net of stations ranging
from low latitudes to the geomagnetic poles. The
South and North Pole stations are operated coopera-
tively with the Soviets at Vostok Station and with
Danish scientists at Qanaq, Greenland. This year the

Also guest worker at the Geomagnetism Laboratory, Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Boulder,
Colorado.

Vostok induction magnetometer system is being oper-
ated by the U.S. exchange scientist, Mr. Dale Vance.
The Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories have
cooperated in this project since its inception in 1964.

Part of the analysis program at the University of
Alaska consists of making continuous Rayspan fn--
quency-time displays from the Vostok and Qanaq
magnetic tape records. These data are then scaled for
statistical studies and scanned for significant events in
connection with similar data from auroral and subai-
roral zone stations. The figure presents the Vostok and
Qanaq sonagrams of a period of unusual micropulsa-
tion activity. The form of the event shown, a Pi burst
followed by the rising frequency IPDP event, is typical
of auroral-oval activity as observed in Alaska and Fin-
land but rarely appears in the geomagnetic pole data
(Heacock, 1971). Further, the event occurred during
a severe geomagnetic storm (K = 9 ) and thus a
major distortion of the magnetosphere. It was accom-
panied by strong Pi micropulsations but no indication
of IPDP at the aurora! oval. This unusual event is of
significance in studies of IPDP source mechanisms.
Since the closed field lines are expected to lie inside L
= 4 when K = 9 , and since the auroral oval and
polar cap ionospheres were highly disturbed, it is not
likely that the events shown in the figure propagated
to the poles via the ionospheric duct from the closed
field-line region. Hence this is considered an example
of similar micropu!sation events originating nearly si-
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